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able: "If you drink under a Palmyra tree, it will be regarded
as toddy."
Palmyra tree insufficient for shade: "Is the shadow of the
Palmyra tree a shade, or is the friendship of the malignant
friendship ? "
Rustling of leaves, effects of long experience: "Will the fox
of the Palmyra grove be frightened by the rustling of leaves?"
'Tell that to the marines': "As one ascended a Palmyra-tree,
and descended without touching the blossom/'
The habit of drinking toddy cannot be concealed: "He who
drinks milk will belch milk and he who drinks toddy will belch
toddy."
Eating a Palmyra-tree, effects of perseverance: "By eating
slowly, even a Palmyra-tree may be eaten-"
How the fruit falls: "The fruit of the tree will fall at its foot."
Young trees (to save your property you must take care of it):
" Preserve young Palmyras by cutting, and buffaloes by tying."
Turning the tree to a bad use: "Is it to drink toddy you have
reared the Palmyra-tree?"
Witchcraft and basket-making easy arts: "Witchcraft is the
easiest of all arts, and the common ola basket is the easiest of
all plaits."
THE "TALA VILASAM"
There are many descriptions of the Palmyra Palm and its
uses written in the various European languages, and nearly all
of them mention a Tamil poem, entitled "Tala Vilasam," which
is said to enumerate no fewer than 801 different purposes to
which the Palmyra may be applied; and, if the writer is
possessed of a good imagination, he invariably adds that the
poem in question by no meajis exhausts the catalogue.
I searched a long time for that poem, of which nothing but
the title seemed to be known, and when I found it at last, I was
astonished that I had not discovered it sooner. William Ferguson
had given a first translation of it about sixty years ago in the
appendix to his interesting little volume oft the Palmyra Palm
of Ceylon.
The poem was written by "ATunachalam, a Poet of Terr'tik-
kudantei, the same with Combaconarn in the Province of Tanjore."
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